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Summary

This paper proposes a class of estimators of the population mean wider as well as
more efficient than those considered by Srivastava and Jhajj [3] using auxiliary
information on a character x. Asymptotic expressions for bias and mean squared
error are obtained.
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1. Introduction and Notation '

Let = (1, 2, . . ., iV) be a finite population of N units and be a
real valued function defined on U taking the value yi for the; unit i of U
(1 < I < iV). Let X be an auxiliary variate correlated with y, taking the
value Xi on unit j(l < i < N), information on which is available in
advance.

Further, we assume that a simple random sample of size n is drawn
from U. For simplicity we assume that N is large as compared to n so
that finite population correction terms are ignored. We write;

Y=N-^ S yt, X=N-^ s ;c<, [x,. = N-^ ^ (yi - - F)s
1=1 1=1 1=1

_ !^o ^ _ /^oa ^ _ M'li
Y2 . P S, S;'X
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X = Y = So = V = S Viln

rsr' li'

X = S Xiln, si = (n — 1)"^ S (;ci — S)^ Pi = Yi •
;=1 i=l

Let W= yfy, u = xjX and v = slfS^. Then we have
EO^) = E{u) = E{v) = 1, E{{W - 1)^} = Cl

E{{u - 1)'} = n-i Cl, E{{W - l)(u - 1)} = «-» pC^C«

and up to terms of order

E{{v - m = K-i ~ 1), E{(W - l)(v - 1)} =

£{(« - 1) (v - 1)} = Yi

Following Srivastava [2], Srivastava and Jhajj [1] considered a class of
estimators for Y, defined by

yi = y '(«> v), (1.1)

where t{u, v) is a function of wand v which satisfies certain conditions.
Further, they improved the estimator yt in (1.1) in their same paper

and defined another class of estimators wider than j>j as

S'<, = giy,u,v) (1.2)

where g{^, u, v) is a function of S', « and v such that

(i) (y, u, v) assume values in a closed convej^, subset, F, of three
dimensional real space containing the point (Y, 1, 1),

(ii) The function g(y, u, v) is a continuous and bounded in P,

(Hi) g(r, 1,1) = y, (1-3)

(iv) The first and second order partial derivatives of g{y, u, v) .exist and
are continuous and bounded in P.

The minimum mean squared error of both the classes of estimators
and yg defined in (1.1) and (1.2) respectively, are same as given by

,min M{^>) =n-^ Y^ [cj (1 - (1.4)

z^Ug-

No doubt, these two estimators ;>a, z = t, g considered by Srivastava
;aud Jhajj (3). are too vast, but these classes of estimators fail to include
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a simple class of estimators suggested by Searl's [1] defined by

= WP, (1 5)

where is a suitably chosen constant.
The minimum MSE of j), is given by

min M(j>,) = F= q/(n + C^). (1.6)

The estimators suggested by Srivastava and Jhajj [3] also suffer from a
drawback that 'in caseof bivariate normal population, there is no contri
bution of v(= In such a population the minimum MSB of
z=t,_g reduces to that of the usual linear regression estimatory^r = ^

b {X — X), b being the sample regression coefficient of j on which
is given by

Mihr) = n-^ Cl (1 - p2) (1.7)

In this paper we suggest a class of estimators of Y, using information
on an auxiliary character x, wider as well as more efficient than those
considered by Srivastava and Jhajj [3] and include the estimator y,
suggested by Searls [I] and other estimators possibly constructed on the
lines of Searls [1], The present estimator is also more efficient than
Srivastava and Jhajj [3] estimators, Searls [1] estimator, usual linear
regression estimator j>i, and unbiased estimator y, even in case of a
bivariate normal population.

2. The Class of Estimators

We propose a class of estimators for the population mean 7 as

= A(y, u, v), (2.1)

where A(j>, u, v) is a function of p, u and v such that

(i) (j*. Wj v) assume thevalues in a bounded closed convex subset, i',. of
three dimensional real space containing the point (Y, 1, 1);

(ii) h(y, u, v) is a continuous and bounded in P;

(iii) /KF, 1, 1)= y/z,(F, 1, 1),..., (2.2)
where hxiY, 1, 1) denotes_the first order partial derivative with
respect to at (j>, w, v) = (Y, 1,1); .

(iv) The first and Second order partial derivatives of h(.y, u, v) exist and
are continuous and bounded in P.
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It is to be noted here that 1, D is a constant (which may, in
particular, be unity). It is also interesting to remark that the class of
estimators = h{y, u, v) reported here reduces to the class of estimators
B (i> w v) forwarded by Srivastava and_Jhajj [3] for i, i; —i*

Expanding u, v) about the point 1, 1) in a second order
Taylor's scries, we have that Ei^n) = F/ii (7, 1, 1) + 0(« ). and als
the bias of Ph is of the order of n'K The mean squared error of ys upto
terms of order is

M(y.) = [7« {1 - h (Y, 1. 1)}» + {P Cl hi (Y, 1. 1)

+ Cl hi (Y, 1, 1) + (Pa - 1) hi (Y, 1, 1)
+ 2pCv C» h,{Y, 1, 1) h,(Y^l, 1) +2^h,(Y, 1, 1)

hs(Y, 1, 1) + 2Yia/!a(F. 1, 1) h^{Y, 1, 1)}] (2-3)

where hiip, u, v); / = 1, 2, 3denote the first order partial derivatives of
h{y. u, v). The mean squared error of j>A at (2.3) is mimmized for

h,(Y, 1. 1)

h,(Y, 1.1) = -

h,(Y.\,\) =RX--^,
where =(Pa - Pi - D, A, = [C«(P, - 1) -Mr], A3 = ~^
2? = y/Z and A= [(P» - Pi - D{I + Cl d " P» " " 5^^"
Yj _ 7^)a]_ Hence the resulting (minimum) mean squared error 01 yh is
given by

min M(yn) =n-^y»[(Pa - Pi " DC?(l - P') - (P^v Yi - A)»l/A^^
From (1.4) and (2.5) we have

min M(j>») - min Mipn)
- [(p, -3.-l)Cg(l-P^) -(pg«Yi-A)'?

= « ^ (P2 - Pi - i)
(2.6)

which is always positive. Hence the minimum MSB of proposed class of
estimators }>u is always less than the minimum MSE s of the estimators
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reported by Srivastava and Jhajj [3], Searls [1], the linear regression
estimator j>jr and the usual unbiased estimator y.

Srivastava and Jhajj [3] remarked that the minimum mean squared
error of their class of estimators would be less than that of the following
class of estimators

yf = M«): (2,7)
suggested by Srivastava [2], where/(«) is a function of u which satisfies
certain regularity conditions [see Srivastava [2] pp. 405], if and only if
PC« Yi ^ A. But the minimum mean squared error of our proposed class
of estimators is less than that of pf even when pC,, Yi = A. Further, in
case ofa bivariate normal population the minimum MSB of reduces to

min M(yn) = (l - p2)/[i + (1 - p^)], (2.8)
which is less than the asymptotic variance of the estimators j>i,, yi,
y, and y, > > »»
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